SCAR Complex Members Are Independently Regulated
In a range of species, loss of one SCAR complex member leads to breakdown of the others [5, 9] . Disruption of the abiA gene does not lead to complete loss but to an approximate five-fold decrease in SCAR protein levels ( Figure 1A ). As seen elsewhere, SCAR mRNA levels in the abiA null cells and wild-type are comparable, implying that the reduction in SCAR protein is due to degradation. There is little alteration of PIR121 levels in abiA null cells ( Figure 1A) , confirming that the mechanisms that regulate proteolytic breakdown affect different subunits of the complex independently.
The Dictyostelium Abi protein forms part of the larger SCAR complex, as predicted from other organisms. In Dictyostelium, Caracino et al. [10] have shown that SCAR binds to Abi in vitro. In reciprocal coimmunoprecipitation experiments, Myc-tagged Abi restored normal SCAR levels and associated with endogenous PIR121 and SCAR (Figures 1B and 1C) . No interaction between Abi and DdWASP was detected (data not shown).
Localization of SCAR, PIR121, and Actin in Mutants
The abiA null cells, unlike other mutants in the SCAR complex, contain enough SCAR protein to localize by immunofluorescence. As shown in Figure 1D , SCAR is not enriched at the leading edge in the absence of Abi. Actin-rich protrusions are still made, but abiA null cells never show the normal band of SCAR ahead of the F-actin. Localization of SCAR to the leading edge of pseudopods therefore requires Abi.
Active Rac is thought to recruit PIR121, and thus the SCAR complex, to the leading edge [2, 11] . As PIR121 protein levels remain unchanged in the abiA null cells, we assessed whether its cellular localization was altered. In wild-type cells, PIR121 is often localized at the leading edge, but in abiA null cells it is never found at the leading edge and remains cytosolic (Figure 1E ). Simple models propose that PIR121 binding to Rac is the principal cause of SCAR complex recruitment to the membrane, in which case PIR121 would still localize normally in the absence of other complex members. We do not see this, which implies either that Rac signaling is aberrant in abiA null cells or that other subunits are required to interact with the leading edge.
abiA Mutants Have Less Severe Phenotypes Than Do scar Mutants If the complete complex is essential for all SCAR function, mutants in each subunit of the complex should be as severely affected as scar null cells. This was not the case for Dictyostelium Abi. We assayed movement and chemotaxis with underagar assays [12] (Figure 2A , Movies S1-S4). Wild-type cells extend large pseudopods and move quickly up the folate gradient. As shown in Figure 2B , abiA null mutants move more slowly, are more rounded, and extend smaller protrusions than do wild-type. However, they are faster than scar mutants, and not nearly as small, suggesting that SCAR activity is diminished, but not abolished, by the absence of Abi. We also generated an abiA disruption in a scar null background. In an under-agar assay, migrating abiA/scar nulls have similar cell size and motility to those of scar null cells. This confirms that the incomplete phenotype of abiA nulls is mediated by residual SCAR activity.
Surprisingly, abiA null cells have no developmental defects and form morphologically normal fruiting bodies on filters (Figure S2) . Growth of abiA mutants on bacterial lawns is also surprisingly normal ( Figure 2C ): abiA mutant colonies are similar to wild-type in both size and morphology, implying relatively normal rates of phagocytosis and growth as well as development. By contrast, scar null colonies show normal development but diminished size ( Figure 2C ), revealing a growth defect that is not seen in abiA mutants. This is particularly clear in the NC4A2 background [13] . The wild-type and abiA null colonies have broad feeding fronts, whereas those of scar null colonies are very narrow. Again supporting the idea that the phenotype of abiA null cells indicates partial SCAR function, the abiA/scar null colonies show none of the phenotypes exhibited by abiA single mutants and are similar in all respects to scar null colonies. Overall, we consistently find that abiA mutants retain a significant proportion of normal SCAR function despite their lower levels of SCAR protein. Our data are (D) SCAR does not localize to the leading edge of actin protrusions in abiA null cells. Aggregation-competent wild-type and abiA null cells were analyzed by immunofluorescent microscopy. F-actin and SCAR were visualized with Alexa phalloidin and anti-SCAR antibody. SCAR localizes to the leading edge of actin protrusions in wild-type cells. Images are representative of three independent experiments. Scale bar represents 2 mm. (E) PIR121 does not localize to the leading edge of actin protrusions in abiA null cells. Aggregation competent wild-type and abiA null cells were analyzed by immunofluorescent microscopy. F-Actin and PIR121 were visualized with Alexa phalloidin and anti-PIR121 antibody, respectively. PIR121 localizes to the leading edge of actin protrusions in wild-type cells (arrow). Images are representative of three independent experiments. Scale bar represents 2 mm. thus not compatible with models in which SCAR requires Abi to be functional [4] .
Growth Defects and Cytokinesis
In axenic culture, the roles of Abi and SCAR are reversedabiA null cells have impaired growth, doubling every 20 hr, approximately 1.7 times the wild-type rate ( Figure 2D ), whereas scar null cells grow at near wild-type rates ( Figure 2D ). This growth defect appears to be specific to abiA: Disruptants of any of the other complex members grow at normal rates. This is again with a homogenous SCAR complex. Curiously, however, the diminished growth rate of abiA null cells appears to require SCAR because abiA/scar null cells do not have impaired growth, again suggesting that SCAR functions in the absence of Abi, although in this case to inhibit normal growth.
The slow axenic growth of abiA null cells in shaken suspension could indicate a cytokinesis defect. We therefore stained wild-type, abiA null, scar null and abiA/scar null cells and (D) Mutant cells were observed dividing and attempts at cell division categorized into groups. Attempts at normal cytokinesis can be grouped into three categories: normal, in which the cell divides into two daughter cells; failed, in which the cell attempts to divide normally but the two daughter cells rejoin; and multiple, in which the cell divides into more than two daughter cells. abiA null cells in addition to cytokinesis underwent traction-mediated cytofission (TMC), which sometimes failed (TMC fused). counted the number of nuclei per cell. As shown in Figure 3A , shaken abiA null cells become large and multinucleate. Only 25% contained a single nucleus compared to 55% of wildtype cells, and 20% of abiA null cells have more than five nuclei. Loss of Abi, unlike other SCAR complex members, thus clearly causes a defect in cytokinesis.
Other mutants that have a cytokinesis defect when grown in suspension have found that they regain the ability to divide when adhered to a substrate [14] [15] [16] . In contrast, coronin null cells, which also exhibit a cytokinesis defect when grown in suspension, remain multinuclear when grown adhered on a substrate [17] . Both classes of mutant also can divide by a process called traction-mediated cytofission (TMCF), which is uncoupled to the cell cycle and can thus occur after cytokinesis has failed [15] , and which does not appear to depend substantially on SCAR or Abi. We therefore examined whether abiA null cells still exhibited a cytokinesis defect when grown on a substrate. Cells were grown on glass coverslips, fixed and stained with DAPI while still adherent, and the number of nuclei per cell counted ( Figure 3C ). In contrast to wild-type cells, which under these conditions are essentially all mononuclear, many abiA null cells contain multiple nuclei, including a number of cells with more than eight nuclei (see Figure 3C , inset). Over 40% of all abiA null cells were multinucleate, implying that there was a problem with cytokinesis in the majority of divisions; if 50% of divisions succeed, 66% of cells should be mononucleate. Thus abiA null cells resemble coronin mutants in exhibiting cytokinesis defects whether grown in suspension or on surfaces.
Unexpectedly, scar null cells grown in the same conditions also exhibited a slight defect in cytokinesis, which has not been previously described in the literature. This defect is very much less severe than that seen in abiA null cells: The number of nuclei per cell only ranged from one to four, with the majority (80%) remaining mononuclear. As before, double abiA/scar null cells behave exactly like the scar mutants, suggesting that the serious cytokinesis phenotype seen in the abiA null mutants depends on the presence of SCAR.
SCAR, Abi, and the Mechanism of Cytokinesis
To determine the nature of the cytokinesis defects in the abiA null mutants, we observed adherent and suspended cells undergoing cell division. Attempts at cytokinesis were scored as normal or aberrant, and the different types of aberrant division were classified ( Figure 3D ). Wild-type cells undergo normal cytokinesis the majority of the time (Movie S7). The abiA null cells also attempt normal cytokinesis at the appropriate time in the cell cycle, forming an apparently normal cleavage furrow, but in the final stages the daughter cells rejoined, leading to multinuclear cells (Movie S8), as seen in myosin II mutants [18] . By contrast, scar and abiA/scar null cells performed normal cytokinesis in the majority of cell divisions (Movies S9 and S10). Cytokinesis also occasionally failed in scar null and abiA/scar null cells. Although this effect is far smaller than that seen in abiA null cells, it is clearly worse than in wild-type, which explains the slight increase in multinuclear cells in these mutants. The SCAR mutants used by Caracino et al. also showed cytokinesis defects, supporting the idea that these mutants interact aberrantly with Abi [10] .
We investigated cytokinesis in more detail by analyzing the trajectories of daughter cells from the first detectable constriction to the breaking of the cytoplasmic bridge. Even when abiA null cells successfully divide, they take longer and the daughters do not move efficiently away from each other ( Figure 4A ). This can be more clearly shown by rotating the plots so the initial trajectories all orient in the same direction ( Figure 4B ). Wild-type cells move consistently and efficiently away from the plane of cleavage, whereas scar mutants are far less accurate and persistent. The defect in abiA mutants is more complex-as well as loss of direction, they also show greatly extended and convoluted migration paths, suggesting that the daughter cells are using a SCAR-based process to move inappropriately. As before, double mutants behave like scar mutants.
We calculated a directionality index, which is the ratio between directed and undirected movement of individual daughter cells ( Figure 4C ) and the distance covered by the daughter cells ( Figure 4D ). The speed of the daughters remains approximately constant in all the mutants ( Figure S3 ). Wild-type daughter cells move efficiently away from each other, resulting in a high directionality index. However, abiA null daughters travel significantly further but cannot move efficiently away from each other, resulting in a very low directionality index. The scar null and abiA/scar null daughters travel comparable distances to the wild-type but with less directionality. This suggests that SCAR is not essential for cytokinesis but substantially enhances its efficiency. Consistent with this, we found that the directional ruffles in the emerging daughter cells contained SCAR at their edges ( Figure 5A) .
We also observed cell division in suspension in soft agar ( Figure 3B ). As seen on glass, the abiA daughters form normal-looking cleavage furrows but continually generate aberrant extensions, resulting in an overall tumbling motion when wild-type cells are essentially static (Movies S5 and S6).
Figure 5B shows a model suggesting the way that SCAR and Abi work together during cytokinesis. We suggest that SCAR normally assists division by producing a consistent force to separate the daughters. In the absence of SCAR, polarization is less effective, but other mechanisms allow a slightly inefficient cytokinesis. In the absence of Abi, however, SCAR is mislocalized and activated aberrantly, leading to unpolarized SCAR activation. This blocks cytokinesis by a mechanism whose details remain unclear.
The results we have presented demonstrate that disruption of abiA does not result in a scar null phenotype, as current models would predict, but in partial loss of SCAR function during migration and incorrect activation of SCAR during cytokinesis. The regulation of SCAR/WAVE is clearly more complex than has been presumed.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Experimental Procedures, four figures, and ten movies are available at http://www.current-biology.com/cgi/content/full/18/3/203/DC1/.
